Allen County READI Proposal
Project or Program Contact Information
Project/Program Name
FWCS Amp Lab at Electric Works-Innovative Education for a 21st Century Workforce
Project/Program Contact
Dr. Mark Daniel
Project/Program Contact Email
Mark.Daniel@fwcs.k12.in.us
Project/Program Contact Phone
260-467-2025
Relationship to Project/Program
Superintendent, Fort Wayne Community Schools
Project or Program Location
Address
1200 S. Clinton St
Fort Wayne, IN 46802
County
Allen
Project or Program Details
What type of project/program?
Capital
Programming
Both
What is the duration of the project/program?*
The program, Amp Lab at Electric Works, will become a permanent component of the Fort Wayne
Community Schools education plan.
Is this a hybrid project and program?
Yes
No
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Select project/program focus areas. (You can select multiple)
Grow the Workforce
Downtown Vibrancy
Entrepreneurship & Innovation
(All selected)
Share a description of the project/program.* (Current Word Count, 444)
Fort Wayne Community Schools (FWCS), Indiana’s largest school system, is embarking on a multi-level,
full-circle path re-imagining education to optimally serve our students, community and business partners.
This new 360degree approach not only encompasses all levels of education from early childhood through
high school graduation and beyond, it includes whole person development in socio-emotional, deep
learning, employability and entrepreneurship along with 21st Century skills of critical thinking,
collaboration, character, creativity, citizenship and communication.
Understanding planned early education expansion and elementary level enhancements are central to our
360degree approach, this proposal details a new dedicated, innovative college and career focused program
uniquely designed for our district.
Joining our established college and career roster, this experiential learning unites business and community
as vital education partners in the Amp Lab at Electric Works program on the former General Electric
Campus in downtown Fort Wayne. Experiential learning is an engaged learning process prompting
students to “learn by doing” and reflecting on their experience. Well-planned and assessed experiential
learning stimulates academic inquiry by promoting interdisciplinary learning, civic engagement, career
development, cultural awareness, leadership, and other professional and intellectual skills to prepare
students for college and the future workplace.
The Amp Lab comprehensive program focuses on real-world learning beginning in an 8th grade discovery
phase and culminating in an immersive program for 11th and 12th grades. In the 8th grade, individualized
options embody career pipeline experiences and introduce entrepreneurial skills in a connected path as
students begin to craft a meaningful future plan.
In 11th and 12th grades, Amp Lab students sharpen entrepreneurial skills working in close, active regional
business partnerships to study comprehensive real-world scenarios. Students master the program’s core
values of
• Bias to Action-development of empathy, experimentation, prototype and problem-solving skills
• Learner as a Driver-educators help students drive their own learning
• Experience as Reality-students solve real problems with real processes to find solutions for real
people
• Community as Classroom-businesses and community as active partners in education to create
learning opportunities everywhere
• Outcomes as Currency-experience, skills and outcomes as valuable currency
• Entrepreneurship as a Mindset-students master personal growth and identity, collaborative
leadership, innovation for others

Amp Lab provides exposure to human capital pipelines and category conduits in a targeted
community catalyst model. Career Conduits include BUSINESS ECOSYSTEMS/eCommerce and
Entrepreneurship, HEALTH INNOVATIONS/Health Sciences and Urban Farming, FUTURE
INDUSTRIES/Trade and Advanced Manufacturing, HUMAN DEVELOPMENT/Teaching,
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ANALYTICS/IT/Data Analytics, CREATIVE
EXPLORATION/Animation and Music. To increase post-secondary success, students can target
opportunities to attain their associate degree in the program and enter college on an accelerated path.
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FWCS has meticulously designed this unique, data-driven program to optimize post-graduation success
in NE IN as our capstone to the district’s 360degree reimagining of education strategies.
Why is this project/program regionally significant? * (Current Word Count 489)
To optimally succeed, NE Indiana must grow, attract, and retain a talented workforce. It is reasonable to
propose the state’s largest school district, educating nearly 29,000 students, located in the region’s only
second-class city, sitting in the region’s largest county should play an active and vital role.
The Electric Works investment held great promise in the Regional Cities plan and this program
demonstrates utilization of that regionally significant campus. Students experience the Amp Lab program
at the FWCS STEAM school in an experiential learning program tailored to career paths of NE IN.
Amp Lab at Electric Works will to grow a capable, educated, and skilled workforce already personally
invested in their hometown region and possessing capabilities needed for 21st century employment
opportunities. Regional employers and educators design real world case studies from NE IN pipeline
career conduits that include areas identified as Regional Cities Cluster Opportunities in a transdisciplinary
approach. Program graduates will pursue futures that will significantly impact the region’s economic
outlook.
The opportunity to close diversity and equity gaps identified as significant weaknesses in the Road to 1
Million initiative is regionally significant. As noted, ‘the lack of diversity inhibits the region’s ability to
retain and attract talent’ and diversity must be valued to attract a diverse workforce. FWCS educates one
of the most diverse student populations in the United States and is firmly committed to equity and success
for all.
Experiential learning programs demonstrate increased diverse representation, participation and success.
Research indicates superior educational outcomes, increasing student motivation and helping all students
achieve higher rates of employment and wages. Additionally, it shows significant benefit to students of
color and women, helping them achieve greater educational and economic opportunity. When students of
color explore real world projects that apply academic knowledge while learning professional and
technical skills in a supportive environment, self-confidence for professional and career related tasks and
mindsets increase. This self-efficacy is important for all learners but is especially critical for women and
students of color in the workforce pipeline.
FWCS plans for a reimagined 21st century school system from early learning through high school
represents a regionally significant asset for realizing the economic growth associated with improvements
in quality of life and place. The Urban Housing Institute found increases in school quality were associated
with increased housing prices and the availability of quality education options plays a key role in
attracting and retaining workforce talent. FWCS boundaries are within commuting range of most large
regional employers.
Investing in education is investing in positive economic development. Road to 1Million states “The
conventional wisdom that education and industry go hand in hand is based on a logical connection
between supporting key industries’ needs for an educated workforce and the positive impact that access to
high-quality education has on communities.” 21st century education is changing to serve the evolution of
student learning and modern employment needs. K-12 education will play a critical role in regional
economic development.
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How does this project/program relate to the identified focus area(s)?* (Current Word Count 482)
Our district is distinctively positioned grow the regional workforce , to enhance downtown vibrancy, and
to strengthen entrepreneurship and innovation in the Amp Lab at Electric Works program.
There absence of workers optimally prepared for our region’s 21st century workforce opportunities is
demonstrated in the US Chamber of Commerce estimate of more than 6,000,000 unfilled jobs due to lack
of qualified workers and in July 2021, there are 13,200 online job postings in NE IN and more than
100,00 statewide open.
This program presents a well-informed path for addressing this gap. It enlists regional employers and
higher education partners to actively inform the FWCS education process and tailor student experiences
that develop the regionally-specific skills and mindsets needed to succeed. High school students graduate
with a future plan informed by hands-on experience and knowledge of regional employers, opportunities
and career fields along with a mastery of the skills needed to succeed in higher education and the NE IN
workforce.
For this highly valued READI initiative, IDEC urges “ strategies that will make positive developments in
quality of place, quality of life, quality of opportunity, innovation, entrepreneurship and talent attraction
and developments”. This Fort Wayne Community Schools has strategically designed a program that
addresses these categories in a data-driven approach to removing barriers and filling workforce gaps to
accelerate economic growth.
Innovation and entrepreneurship are more than buzzwords. Former President Obama had an official
Innovation Strategy, calling innovation “the foundation of American economic growth and national
competitiveness” and global economy predictors indicate innovation is the very key to our future success.
This FWCS program will develop and produce talented innovators with the strong entrepreneurial
capabilities so valuable in 21st Century employment. The Amp Lab centers on building four unique
‘preneurship’ strengths-Innerpreneurship develops personal growth and identity, Interpreneurship
develops collaborative leadership, Intrapreneurship develops Innovation for others and Entrepreneurship
develops skills for creating a successful future.
Amp Lab at Electric Works is positioned on a campus rich in a history of invention and discovery. That
trajectory continues with the beautiful adaptive reuse of a historic space enhancing the vibrancy of this
downtown initiative. Along with FWCS staff and families, the campus will be alive with young,
motivated students forging their place in the world and strengthening connections to places to live, work
and play in the heart of downtown Fort Wayne.
FWCS is reimagining education. Just as Harrison Square was the catalyst for reimagining downtown Fort
Wayne, this program will be the catalyst for a dynamic new approach to education—tailored to improve
quality of life and place in NE Indiana.
What is the project/program timeline?*
Project Timeline By School Year
8/2021-7/2022 Consultation, planning, final program design, staff selection and professional
development
8/2021-7/2022 Construction at Electric Works Campus to craft classroom space and 4 interactive
learning labs
8/2022-7/2023 Open Amp Lab at Electric Works. Program implementation for 8th and 11th grades. The
program coordinates with a new 3DE program that begins at 2 high schools
8/2023-7/2024 Program expansion for Amp Lab at Electric Works for 12th grade students, coordination
with 3DE program expands to include an additional grade level
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List the partners involved in this project/program.*
80/20, Brooks Construction, Do It Best, Huntington University-Agricultural Studies, Indiana Tech, IU
Ventures, Indiana University Health, gBETA, Joseph Decius, Junior Achievement, Kelley Automotive,
Lutheran Health, Manchester College, Medical Informatics Engineering (Biotech), MKM Architecture,
NEIRP, New Millennium Building Systems, Northeast Indiana Innovation Center, Northeast Indiana
Works, Old National Bank, Parkview Health, Plumbers & Steamfitters 166, PNC Bank, Purdue Fort
Wayne, Schwab Foundation, SEED, Saint Francis, School of Creative Arts, Start Fort Wayne, Steel
Dynamics Inc (SDI) , Strahm Solutions, Sweetwater, Trine University, BCA Workforce Development &
Education
This roster represents current active partnerships and will expand as FWCS seeks opportunities for even
greater regional representation prior to program launch in the 2022/3023 school year.
What is the sustainability of the project/program? Share your 3-year plan.*
Fort Wayne Community Schools is committed to this valuable Amp Lab program as demonstrated by a
ten-year lease on the Electric Works campus and a developing 8th grade partnership with the Boys and
Girls Club. With this valuable financial assistance, FWCS will have the ability to sustain this program
through the FWCS Education and Operations Fund in three years.
Describe the return on investment for this project/program (i.e., program outcome metrics).*(500
words)
Economists have clearly shown that investing in education leads to major economic returns in terms of
both salaries and gross domestic product (GDP) and contributes to a more successful economy and
thriving labor market as employment tracks closely to increasing educational outcomes.
The return on investment will be area students uniquely and optimally prepared for 21st century
employment opportunities tailored to our region, a more diverse successful workforce possessing valuable
life skill capabilities, a pronounced increase in the region’s current 0.1239 entrepreneurship efficiency
rate, and improvement in quality of life and place that result from quality education options and
enhancements to downtown vibrancy.
The program metrics and deliverables of comprehensive career-focused experiential learning tailored to
the region’s opportunities are as follows:
Experiential Learning Immersion
•
Increased Dual Credit Attainment
•
Industry-Recognized Credential Attainment
•
Improved Student Engagement Metrics
•
Decrease in Absenteeism
•
Engagement in Work-Based Learning Experience
•
Increased Academic Performance
•
Increased Graduation Rates and Graduation Pathway Domain 3 Completion
•
Increased Economic Opportunities
•
92% of High School Students Have an Individualized Future Plan
•
Increased College enrollment and Retainment
Experiential Learning Discovery
•
Exposure to Next Level Programs of Study Pathways
•
Improved Student Engagement Metrics
•
Student Completion of Meaningful Future Plan
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Project or Program Finances
Upload a file with project/program finances.*
•

File FWCS Amp Lab at Electric Works Budget under separate attachment to email.

Project or Program Assets

Share an image of the project/program. (Option 1)*
•

File FWCS Amp Lab Project Overview under separate attachment to email.
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Amp Lab at Electric Works
Program Design Overview (7/7/2021 DRAFT)
The Electric Works program will be rooted in creating opportunities to amplify ideas, solutions, and connections
through developing an entrepreneurial mindset in a community catalyst model. At the core, students will work to
solve real problems that matter. Below you will find a brief introduction to the layers of the program:

Lenses
The Amp Lab at Electric Works Conduits combine the FWCS Pipelines and EW lab spaces to form the lenses in which students
explore their community, engage with community partners, and transfer new knowledge and skills in project experiences.

Conduits

Business
Ecosystems

Health
Innovations

Future
Industries

Human
Development

FWCS
Connections

eCommerce
Entrepreneurship

Health Sciences
Urban Farming

Trades
Manufacturing

Education

Information
Technology
Analytics

Creative
Explorations

IT/Data
Analytics

Animation
Music

Preneurship Building Blocks
The concept of Preneurship will be the building block
that the student experience of Electric Works is built
upon. FOUR key concepts will help students develop the
key mindsets and skillsets to engage in real, meaningful
work:
Innerpreneurship - Personal Growth & Identity
Interpreneurship - Collaborative Leadership
Intrapreneurship - Innovation For Others
Entrepreneurship - Creating Your Own Future

INNER

INTER

INTRA

ENTRE

High School Year One Experience
Courses:

Partner Submitted
Project

All students enrolled in the
NLPS Entrepreneur
Pathway.
Year 1:
Principles of
Entrepreneurship
New Ventures
Small Business
Operations.

Student
Generated Project

Project Catalyst
Pool

Using the SIX conduits above as filters, project ideas
will be entered into the Catalyst Pool. Catalyst pool
projects will either be generated from interest-based
ideas or industry and community partner needs.
Projects work to solve a REAL problem and include at
least one community partner. Student groups will form
based on the project selection process.

High School Year Two Experience
Courses:
All students enrolled in the
NLPS Entrepreneur
Pathway capstone.
Business Management
Capstone

Second year students will continue to build on the skillsets and partnerships developed
during their Junior Year. Students will explore being a community catalyst in THREE paths:
Path 1:

Path 2:

Path 3:

Start-Up Venture
Students develop a startup business over a 36
week cycle.

Work-Based Learning
Students join the team of
one of the Electric Work
project partners.

Deep Dive
Students go deeper with
a project from year one
and serve as mentors.

Amp Lab at Electric Works
Extension Model (7/7/2021 DRAFT)
Eighth Grade Partnership Model
To provide 8th graders exposure to the pipelines and conduits, we will create opportunities for
engagement, excitement, and creativity.

IT/Data
Analytics

Health
Sciences

Manufacturing

In this model, students engage in experiential learning around
the pipelines focused on leveraging community partnerships.
In this example, FWCS provides staff to run a Pipeline Lab
during the school day in conjunction with the new Boys and
Girls Club facility. This staff will create immersive short
experiences for students to engage with various local career
sectors.
Teaching

eCommerce

Trades

Students will have the opportunity to engage in modules, miniprojects, and design challenges using skills, concepts, and
equipment that simulate industries rooted in the six pipelines.
The goal of the Pipeline Lab is to create exposure, generate
excitement, and develop opportunities for students to transform
their traditional school experience. Depending on logistics, every
8th grader will have the opportunity to attend the Pipeline Lab 24 days in a school year.

Early High School Exploration Model
In this model, students will explore the six pipelines equally through visiting the Amp Lab at Electric
Works and the FWCS Career Academy. On a schedule, 9th and 10th grade students will visit the
programs at the Career Academy and Electric Works to learn more about career options and
participate in hands-on activities to create interest. This exposure will help students determine
potential career pathways to for 11th, 12th, and post-secondary options. The Pipeline Specialist will
coordinate with high schools, the Amp Lab, and the Career Academy.

High Schools

Electric Works

Visiting Location Options:

Career Academy

Electric Works:
Innovation

Auto Building:
Auto & Welding

Murray Street:
Construction Trades

Parkview:
Health Sciences

Public Safety Academy:
Fire & EMT

Anthis Building:
Education, Culinary, IT
Academy, Criminal
Justice, Cosmetology

Amp Lab at Electric Works
Vision & Values (7/7/2021 DRAFT)
What to do with the General Electric campus has been a hotly debated topic for decades. Now that
Electric Works has come to fruition, it is set to be both a catalyst for transformation and a potential
model for redevelopment throughout the country. The Electric Works vision is built upon three core
components:
1. Mixed-Use Development
2. Innovation/Energy/Culture
3. Public/Private Partnership
In alignment with the overall project, the Amp Lab at Electric Works is positioned to capitalize on
these same three elements. Locating the program in this unique location will allow the district to
challenge the narrative of what school can look like and what school should be. As the school
launches, it is positioned to be built upon some basic principles of innovative schools, yet unique to
northeast Indiana. Potential core values of the school to be built upon are:
1. Bias to Action - So often, creativity in education gets bogged down. At the Electric Works
program, with a bias to action, students will rapidly work to gain empathy, experiment, prototype,
and solve the problems our community faces.
2. Learner as Driver - It is easy to put lip service to keeping the student at the center. However, it
must remain true that at the Electric Works program, educators work hand-in-hand with students
as they drive their own learning journey.
3. Experience as Reality - Many times school is seen as a simulation or practice for something
bigger. What if we flipped that script on its head? At the Electric Works program, experience is
reality. Students must solve real problems with real processes for real people.
4. Community as Classroom - In both the literal and figurative senses, we must breakdown the
barriers that exist in the traditional classroom. What if students could learn anywhere? What if
they thought of the entire Electric Works campus as their canvas?
5. Outcomes as Currency - In the traditional sense, grades and a diploma are the currency that 12+
years of school gets you. At the Electric Works program, the skills and outcomes students will
obtain will be transformed into currency they will be able to cash both during and after their
experience.
6. Entrepreneurship as Mindset - Many times, we think of entrepreneurship only in the lens of
creating a business. At the Amp Lab at Electric Works, entrepreneurship will be the springboard
to explore opportunities for innovation, build skillsets and habits of mind, and transfer knowledge
to new contexts regardless of industry or pathway.

Amp Lab at Electric Works
Staffing Proposal (6/1/2021 DRAFT)
Enrollment Breakdown
Below is an overview of the program at full capacity. The goal of the program would be to provide equitable
enrollment to the 5 high schools and closely mirror district demographics.
AM Year 1: 150 Juniors/Seniors

Equitable School Distribution

Demographics

PM Year 1: 150 Juniors/Seniors

North Side HS: 18.7% = 75
Northrop HS: 24.9% = 99
Snider HS: 22.2% = 89
South Side HS: 17.2% = 69
Wayne HS/New Tech: 16.9% = 68

American Indian/Alaskan Native: 0.3%
Asian: 6.7%
Black: 24.4%
Hispanic: 19.1%
Multi-Racial: 9.1%
Native Hawaiian/OPI: 0.15%
White: 40.2%

AM Year 2: 50 Seniors
PM Year 2: 50 Seniors
TOTAL ENROLLMENT: 400 Students

Staffing

Appropriately staffing the Electric Works site will be key to unlocking the potential of the program. This staffing
model is built on two core principles: FWCS comparable programs and innovative school models. An analysis of
New Tech Academy and the FWCS Career Academy provided the following teacher to student ratios: 2020-2021
NTA = 20.4:1, 2019-2020 Career Academy = 15.5:1 (per session), 2020-2021 Career Academy = 13.7:1 (per
session). At full capacity, this makes the Electric Works teacher to student ratio:
Office
Manager

Director

Project
Specialist

Skill Coach
(Creative)

Process
Coach

Community
Specialist

Skill Coach
(STEM)

Process
Coach

Process
Coach

Extension
Specialist

Skill Coach
(Science)

Process
Coach

All coaches (teachers) support student content mastery, skill
development, feedback, and project implementation. Skill
Coaches primarily focus on application in the GrowLab,
CreateLab, and MakeLab, while Process Coaches primarily
focus on student development within the learning cycles.
One Process Coach will be licensed in Business and serve
as the teacher of record.

Attendance
Clerk

Boys & Girls
Club Pipeline
Lab*

Traditional
Experience
FWCS Career
Academy

Project Guide: This role supports teachers in their
implementation of the Electric Works instructional
model.
Community Guide: This role supports the
development of community partnerships, work-based
learning, and project idea curation.
Extension Guide: This role implements the pipeline
experience at the Boy's and Girl's Club, supports fidelity
in traditional school connections, and collaborates with
FWCS Career Academy programs.

Electric Works Program
Partnership Alignment Plan (7/7/2021 DRAFT)
Community Partnership Engagement Menu
Creating strong and coherent partnerships with civic, corporate, and non-profit organizations is the lifeblood of
the Electric Works program. It will be vital to create a distinction between community partnerships at Electric
Works with the rest of FWCS. Below is a menu of entry points. A community partner could participate via a
single option or have an ecosystem of multiple options.

Content
Expert

Partners can support Electric Works project experiences by serving as a content
expert. These are one time commitments that could include but are not limited
to:
Guest Speaker
Project Panelist
Workshop Presenter

Student
Mentor

Capstone
Sponsor

Project
Contributor

Residency
Provider

In-Kind
Donor

Project Evaluator

Partners can provide employees to serve as mentors to student/student groups.
These bi-weekly mentoring sessions will provide partners the opportunity to
support student growth, develop and hone skills, and provide feedback.
Mentors could be paired with an individual student or team of students.
Partners can provide unique integrated work-based learning experiences for 2nd
year capstone students. This might include:
Hosting a Student
Internship

Supporting a Student
Entrepreneurial Venture

Partnering on a
Project Deep Dive

Having REAL problems to solve is the backbone of the Electric Works program.
As project contributor's, partners collaborate with the team to identify a
problem or set of problems their organization is facing.
Following a set of criteria and framework, project contributors will work side-byside with student teams to pursue solutions to the stated problem. Project
contributors can submit multiple project opportunities to the project pool.

Students having consistent access and support to industry experts is important.
The Residency Provider Model allows for partners to provide real-time on-site
learning support to student teams for a 6, 12, or 18 week time period. There are
two options: Community Residency Program and College Intern Program.
Partners can support students by
providing donations through
equipment, goods, and resources to
enhance the project experience.

Partners can support financially at three
varying pathway levels:
Program Sponsor, Project Sponsor,
and Student Sponsor

Amp Lab at Electric Works
Project Examples (7/7/2021)
Every project experience students engage in will have a unique purpose, path, and potential outcomes. Below
are two examples of what potential project opportunities for students could look like in the Catalyst Pool.

Sustainable Logistics Project
Driving Question: How might a company make macro-level
modifications to their eCommerce and logistics processes to
increase sustainable practices and profitability?
Community Partners: Do It Best, Sweetwater Sound, Indiana Tech
Project Overview: In this project, students will engage with Indiana
Tech to use entrepreneurial mindsets to examine how Do It Best and
Sweetwater Sound can identify potential modifications to their
logistics operations. Students will explore the logistics process from
order to shipment. By using data analytics, sustainable shipping
strategies, and financial breakdowns, students will explore possible
outcomes.
Culminating Product: Students will test potential macro
modifications with the two companies and then present their
analysis, potential outcomes, and proposed solutions.

Guerilla Garden Project
Driving Question: How might a community transform wasted
common space to both feed the community and beautify the
environment?
Community Partners: Fort Wayne Metals, Johnnie Mae Farm, City
of Fort Wayne
Project Overview: In this project, students will collaborate with
community partners to explore creating a framework and start-up
process to empower local community members and
neighborhood associations to use public space to turn food
desserts into food sanctuaries.
Culminating Product: In partnership with the City of Fort Wayne,
students will create a model guerilla garden and written
framework for local implementation in other neighborhoods.

Amp Lab at Electric Works
Instructional Design Overview (6/1/2021 DRAFT)
The G.E. Framework

Grab

Grow

Generate

Explore

Examine

Evalaute

Performance-Based

Project Management

The instructional model of the Electric Works program will center around a process that is both linear and cyclical in nature.
The focus will be on creating experiences that don't just emulate the "real world", but put students in the driver seat of
authentic challenges community members face. The process will be consistent for every project, but student groups, the
community partner, and context will vary with each implementation.

Elements of: PBL, Design Thinking, Business Model Canvas, etc.
Assessment Skill Web

The Core

Students will receive
credits for their mastery,
but assessment will look
different. Both students
and coaches, alike, will
evaluate student growth
on various competencies.
Students will have to
show what they know.

The Core of Electric Works
revolves around the
relationship of the
building blocks of the
learning experiences at
Electric Works. Each of
the four blocks carry
equal weight and value in
instructional design.

Socio-Emotional
Employability
Deep Learning
Habits of Mind

Learning Circuits
The Electric Works model will evolve around core structures in which learning opportunities will exist in. Instead
of periods and classes, students and coaches will co-design experiences. Depending on the need of the week,
student teams will utilize the structures and frameworks of the Electric Works Six to engage in their learning
attainment, journey, and mastery.

Field

Seminar

R&D

Create

Teams

Conference

Amp Lab at Electric Works
Name and Space Overview (7/7/2021 DRAFT)
Name and Brand
Amp Lab at Electric Works provides two distinct pathways for
brand identity:
1) AMPERE (Amp for short) is the base unit of electricity. All
electrical current is rooted in grow from the amp unit.
2) AMPLIFYING students, community, and ideas will drive the
experience on campus.

(Mock-up for example purposes)

Use of Space
Stepping foot on campus will be unlike any learning experience our students and educators have had before.
It is important to think of how students will engage with the space throughout the course of their learning
journey versus thinking like a classroom in a traditional sense. Electric Works four lab spaces will used to
promote student exploration, research & development, and product creation as they engage with community
partners to solve real problems.

First Floor

MakeLab
Think of the modern makerspace. This
will be a space where students can tinker,
prototype, and test out ideas & solutions.
Students will utilize cutting edge
technologies to put entrepreneurial
concepts to practice.

VentureLab

Think of the modern coworking space.
This will be where students ideate,
formulate, and collaborate in a real
business setting. Students will utilize
tested lean startup and venture practices
in this space.

Second Floor
CreateLab

Think of the modern production studio.
This will be where students creativity can
come to life. Through music, digital
animation, and other creative arts,
students will be able to use visual
thinking to develop new products.

GrowLab

Think of the modern indoor research lab
and greenhouse. This will be where
students can test hypothesis on
sustainability or medical innovations.
Students will be able to explore new
ways to make our community holistically
healthy.

Project Cost/Budget – Construction Projects (if applicable)
Cost – Fiscal Cost – Fiscal Cost – Fiscal Cost – Fiscal Totals Per Category % of Total
Expense
Year 2021
Year 2022
Year 2023
Year 2024

Description
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-
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-

$

-

$

-

$

-
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-
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-
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-

$

-

$
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-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-
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Project Construction Expenses Totals per year $

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

Acquisition/Rights-of-Way Expense
Design/Inspection Expense
Legal/Financial Expense
Infrastructure Construction Cost
Building Construction Cost
Other Construction Costs

Total Construction Expenses Project Cost $

-

(all fiscal years)

Project Cost/Budget – Programs (if applicable)
Cost – Fiscal Cost – Fiscal Cost – Fiscal Cost – Fiscal Totals Per Category % of Total
Expense
Year 2021
Year 2022
Year 2023
Year 2024

Description

AMP LAB AT ELECTRIC WORKS
AMP LAB AT ELECTRIC WORKS
AMP LAB AT ELECTRIC WORKS
AMP LAB AT ELECTRIC WORKS

$

-

$ 1,554,000 $

$

1,554,000

29%

$

-

2,213,608

42%

$

-

$ 432,981 $ 882,069 $ 898,558 $
$ 327,850 $ 559,000 $ 581,360 $

1,468,210

28%

$

-

$

96,000

2%

Project Program Expense Totals per year $
Total Program Expenses Project Cost $

-

Start Up Costs-Professional Development, Equipment
Lease
Staffing
Supplies

32,000 $

-

$

-

32,000 $

32,000 $
$ 2,346,831 $ 1,473,069 $ 1,511,918
5,331,818

(all fiscal years)

Funding Source
Cost – Fiscal Cost – Fiscal Cost – Fiscal Cost – Fiscal Totals Per Category % of Total
Expense
Year 2021
Year 2022
Year 2023
Year 2024

Description

$

-

$ 938,733 $ 589,228 $ 604,767 $

2,132,728

40%

$

-

3,199,090

60%

$

-

$ 1,408,098 $ 883,841 $ 907,151 $
$
- $
- $
- $

$

-

$

Project Income Totals per year $
Total Project Income

-

$ 2,346,831 $ 1,473,069 $ 1,511,918 $

READI
Other Funds $
Private/Philanthropic Funds $
Local Government Funds $

$

-

$

-

$

5,331,818.00

(all fiscal $
years; Construction Expenses + Program Expenses)

5,331,818.00

(all fiscal years)

Total Project Cost

-

$

-

0%

-

0%

5,331,818

